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                         Motorcycles  

Easily remove stains and brake dust—Enviroklean & Bullfrog Fast Wax 

To clean staining and brake dust use Enviroklean Stain Remover.   
 
Pour Enviroklean Stain Remover into disposable cup. 
 
Apply Enviroklean Stain Remover using soft disposable brush to rims.             
Keep Enviroklean solution wet, do not let dry on surface. 
 
Enviroklean instantly lifts and removes unsightly stains and brake dust. 
 
Rinse with fresh water for an incredibly clean rim. 
 
For very dirty and heavy staining and brake dust—apply Enviroklean as above, 
rinse with fresh water, and repeat. 
 
Benefits: 
• Enviroklean® is an environmentally friendly water-based formulation, 
      quick and easy to use.  
• Enviroklean® can be used on almost all metals including stainless and 

aluminum.  Enviroklean® can dull some aluminum—this can be polished out *.  
 

*Tips for polishing aluminum rims after removing stains and brake dust: 
The finish Envirokelan Stain Remover may leave is satin on some aluminum rims. Recommend using Wicked, it 
is quick and easy to use. Use a fresh t-shirt to polish up, and only do enough area to be able to work so as to not 
let the Wicked dry on the metal. Use powder free nitrile gloves without a cloth, and that seems to work better, as 
all the fingers end up working the polish into the surface. The polish turns black in a hurry. When satisfied that 
the work is done, use old t-shirt to remove most of what has been rubbed around the metal. Remove remainder 
with a micro-towel, as this will buff up the aluminum to a max shine with ease. 
 
Once you get the wheels at this point, they are easily maintained. Use BULLFROG Fast Wax,               
Premium clear liquid carnuba wax with patented Cortec VpCI (vapor phase corrosion inhibitors) 
which aid in preventing the salt air (chlorides) from attacking the aluminum bits and any other 
metal on your motorcycle.  
 
 

 

 

 

Note: 
Go to Products Link on our site for details on Enviroklean Stain Remover and Bullfrog Fast 
Wax. 
Go to Buy Now Link on our site for Enviroklean Stain Remover and Bullfrog Fast Wax retail locations. 
Go to Contact Link on our site for industrial sales and further questions.  
View Video Clip on our Solution Page. 


